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Maptek unveils new strategic panel caving application 
 

A new strategic panel caving product developed by Maptek™ targets the most cost effective underground 
mining method in a transparent, analytical way while maximising productivity. 
 
Panel, or block caving, is widely considered the ‘new frontier’ as mining operations move towards 
underground methods. 
 
Maptek CaveLogic allows engineers to more effectively plan and reduce the financial risk associated with 
this subsidence mining method that involves massive volumes of material and large investment.  
 
‘The Maptek solution quickly and easily simulates multiple scenarios for identifying the best option,’ said 
Vice President, Maptek South America, Marcelo Arancibia who previewed the new tool at the recent South 
America Users Conference in Viña del Mar.  
 
‘Dynamic analysis using CaveLogic considers the economic environment and generates practical production 
plans quickly, easily, accurately and interactively.’ 
 
‘The point of difference with the Maptek approach is the flexibility for handling project complexity and 
individual customer needs.’ 
 
‘CaveLogic incorporates operational and geotechnical constraints and takes dilution into account by 
generating multiple scenarios for assessment. Unlike other panel caving systems, results are readily 
visualised for determining sequencing and are auditable for confident decision support,’ said Arancibia.  
 
‘Because the projected promised economic value is associated with realistic plans, operations will also 
benefit from tighter integration between planning and operational areas.’ 
 
‘Importantly for users, the calculations in CaveLogic are transparent. The planning engineer is in total control 
of tracking all of the variables and processes. This leads to better strategies with direct implications for 
improving business outcomes.’ 
 
This latest Maptek development references globalised environmental values and targets the natural trend 
toward underground mining where automation is the key to unlocking productivity, safety and efficiency. The 
system works directly with Maptek Vulcan™ mine planning systems. 
 
CaveLogic is applicable to greenfield and brownfield projects. It can also guide management decisions at 
open pit operations where feasibility studies are required to evaluate the transition to underground mining.  
 
For more information or a demonstration of CaveLogic, contact your local Maptek office. 
 
About Maptek 
Maptek™ is a global provider of innovative software, hardware and services. Founded almost 40 years ago to 
service the mining industry, Maptek offers a unique combination of domain knowledge, technical expertise and 
engineering resources. We incorporate automated workflows and optimised algorithms to collect, analyse and 
circulate critical information within the operational cycle, closing the loop between planning, production and 
results. We develop reliable solutions that allow customers to improve safety, productivity and profitability. 
 


